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Abstract—This paper proposes a neural recording system that
supports recording of action potentials (APs), local field potentials
(LFPs), or full-band neural signals (APs plus LFPs) by exploiting
16 reconfigurable front-end channels. To store and process the
recorded signals, an off-chip 1 transistor 1 memristor (1T1R)
crossbar array with optimized row/column selection logic is
employed. The crossbar array is divided into four allocatable
memory zones. The front-end channels are designed to filter the
input signals to the bands of interest with a programmable gain of
100x or 1000x. Each front-end channel comprises an AC-coupled
low-noise amplifier (LNA) which has an inherent high-pass filter
(HPF), a passive first-order low-pass filter (LPF), and a variable
gain amplifier (VGA). The VGA also acts as a buffer to interface
with the memristor array. A reconfigurable pseudo-resistor is
used to set variable high-pass corner frequencies for different
recording modes. The total input-referred integrated noise of
the entire channel is less than 5.6µVrms in the AP band (500-
10kHz) and less than 4.55µVrms in the LFP band (1-500Hz).
Implemented in a standard 180nm CMOS process, each channel
occupies 0.035 mm2 chip area and consumes 20.4µW with a
1.8V power supply. The memristor array is post-processed on the
CMOS back-end-of-line (BEOL) in-house, which will be used to
process and encode the channel outputs into memristive states.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electrophysiological recordings of neuronal activities in-
cluding the LFPs and APs are instrumental for studies of the
nervous system, leading to a deeper understanding of brain
functions which may translate to new methods and technolo-
gies to treat neurological conditions [1–4]. Furthermore, it
inspires the development of next-generation AI platforms [5].
The implementation of a large-scale recording system for ac-
quiring massive neural signals requires the front-end channels
to be predominantly scalable. Most conventional platforms are
based on CMOS technology and the performance is enhanced
either by using more advanced technology nodes or through
design optimizations throughout the circuit hierarchy [6, 7].

As CMOS technology approaches its physical limits, new
technologies begin to emerge and open new opportunities for
innovations in microelectronics circuits and systems design.
Among these emerging technologies, the memristor has been
viewed as a competitive candidate due to its non-volatility, area
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Fig. 1: The proposed neural recording system with 16 front-end channels and
a 4x4 memristive processing/memory unit. This figure shows an example of
the APs recording process of channel 1 (Ch1). The incoming neural signal
is processed by the channel and a time-division multiplexer (TDMx), after a
quick comparison between the control bits and the allocatable zone’s status
marker, the neural signal is then written to the allocated memristor. If all the
status markers fail to match the control bits, an empty zone ('010') will be
activated for the incoming neural signals. Blank memristors without any data
are marked grey in the figure.

and power efficiency, and compatibility with CMOS technol-
ogy. Distinct from conventional CMOS memory, memristors
manifest a multi-state memory ability, rendering them capa-
ble of process-in-memory applications [8, 9]. By exploiting
these properties, a more compact memristive memory can be
implemented, improving both power and area efficiency when
compared to traditional dynamic random-access memory [10].
It was demonstrated that memristors can be used to process
and encode neural spikes with their intrinsic resistive switching
thresholds, leading to promising designs of low-power and
real-time neural signal processing systems [11, 12] and oppor-



tunities to interface biological neurons with artificial spiking
neural networks [13, 14]. However, the previous studies were
all based on pre-recorded neural datasets and relied on pre-
processing in software. In this paper, we present the design
of a compact, low-power, and low-noise multichannel neural
recording front-end which is essential for interfacing the mem-
ristors with neurons in vitro or in vivo, and apply the design
in the Memristive Integrating System (MIS) to conduct the
real-time recording of the neural signals [15]. In our proposed
architecture, an off-chip memristor array, which functions as
a processing/memory unit, is categorized into 4 allocatable
memory zones to record mixed neural signals. The proposed
front-end channel can be reconfigured to achieve multi-mode
recording characteristics.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces the methodology of the proposed neural recording
system. Section III presents the circuit-level design of the
front-end channel. Section IV shows the simulation results and
the layout of the reconfigurable front-end channel. Section V
concludes the paper and envisages future work.

II. MEMRISTIVE NEURAL RECORDING SYSTEM

A. Mixed Neural Signals Recording Logic

By leveraging 16 reconfigurable front-end channels and a
memristor crossbar array, a neural recording system capable of
recording mixed neural signals simultaneously is implemented
as shown in Figure 1. The neural signals are first processed
by the 16 channels and then serialized by a time-division
multiplexer (TDMx) with a clock rate of 320kHz (20kHz
Nyquist sampling rate for each channel). The sampled neural
signals are then fed to write the corresponding memristors
through row/column selection logic. Neural data stored in
the memristive processing/memory unit can be read through
circuitry which comprises transimpedance amplifiers (TIAs)
and analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) [10].

The mixed neural signals recording is achieved by selecting
columns in Figure 1 dynamically. In this design, 3 control
bits are used to select the recording mode of the front-end
channels. Every 4 channels share the same set of control
bits and thus operate in the same recording mode. A 4x4
memristive array is divided into 4 allocatable memory zones,
and each zone is assigned a 3-bit status marker reflecting
its current states. The encoding logic is correlated to the
control bits assignment of the reconfigurable front-end chan-
nel, and the correspondence of each status will be discussed
in Section II-B. The status markers are compared with the
control bits when allocating a memristor to be written. An
example of an in-progress recording (highlighted in yellow)
is demonstrated in Figure 1. Recorded APs at Channel 1
(Ch1) are serialized and sampled by the TDMx, whilst the
system matches the control bits with the status marker ('000')
to locate the corresponding zone, and then the sampled APs
are fed to write the allocated memristor. Apart from mixed-
mode recording, the system can still be configured to record
pure APs, LFPs or full-band neural signals by programming all

the channels with the same control bits, which further extends
the applicability of the system.

Figure 2 shows the off-chip one transistor one memristor
(1T1R) crossbar array adopted in the design to be used as
the processing/memory unit. In this 1T1R array, memristors
are applied onto a CMOS chip for monolithic integration. The
interface logic between the front-end chip and the crossbar
array will be implemented using a dedicated instrumentation
platform which was developed in house for memristor array
interfacing [16].

Memristor

20um Pitch Length

CMOS crossbar array Memristors integrated array

Fig. 2: 1 transistor 1 memristor crossbar array. The memristors are laid on
the top of a CMOS crossbar array

B. Reconfigurable Front-End Channel

3 control bits are used to configure the channel’s operating
mode, details of the control logic are shown in table I,
this is correlated to the status markers shown in table II.
Since the 1000x gain is disabled when amplifying LFPs, the
corresponding states '011' and '010' are used to indicate full
and empty status respectively.
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Fig. 3: Schematic of the front-end channel. From left to right is the LNA
stage with the HPF, first-order RC LPF, and the VGA buffer stage.

TABLE I: Reconfigurable Front-end Channel Controlling Logic

Control Bit Logic 1 Logic 0
Gain (2nd Digit) 100x overall gain 1000x overall gain
HPF (1st Digit) 1Hz high pass corner frequency 500Hz high pass corner frequency
LPF (0th Digit) 500Hz low pass corner frequency 10kHz low pass corner frequency

TABLE II: Status Markers of the Allocatable Zone

3-bit status marker Zone Status
010 Empty
011 Full
000 APs
110 LFPs+APs
111 LFPs



The channel shown in Figure 3 comprises three modules:
an LNA with the high-pass filtering function, a first-order RC
LPF, and a VGA which also acts as a buffer. The LNA has
a 100x constant gain, the reconfigurable pseudo-resistor Rpr,1

along with Cf provides a selectable 1Hz or 500Hz high-pass
corner frequency, and the RC filter provides a 500Hz or 10kHz
low-pass corner frequency. The VGA buffers the signals with
a programamble 1x or 10x gain. For LFP recording, code
'111' is loaded to the control bits and the channel filters the
signal to the 1-500Hz bandwidth with a 100x gain; for AP
recording, code '000' is used to filter the signal to the 500-
10kHz bandwidth with a 1000x gain; for both APs and LFPs
recording, code '110' is used to select the 1-10kHz signal
bandwidth with a 100x gain. The channel also provides a
quick transition feature for mode-to-mode switching with only
a maximum reset period of 1ms, rendering the channel able
to switch operating modes in real-time.

III. FRONT-END CHANNEL CIRCUIT-LEVEL DESIGN

A. Operational Transconductance Amplifiers

Two operational transconductance amplifiers (OTAs) are
designed for the LNA and the VGA respectively, and their
schematics are shown in Figure 4 (a) and (b). Cin in Figure 3
is chosen to be 10pF as a result of tradeoff between input
impedance and shaping of the noise from the pseudo resistors.
As shown in Figure 4 (a), source degenerated current mirrors
are adopted to suppress the flicker noise of M3 and M4, Id1
is scaled to 10 times of Id9,10 to reduce gm9,10. Currents
are all biased to sub-200nA except for the input branches
to minimize power consumption. Noise contributed by the
LPF and VGA are neglected since they are attenuated by
the 100x LNA gain when referred at the channel input. The
VGA designed in Figure 4 (b) adopts a similar topology to the
LNA, while a translinear loop class-AB output stage is used
to achieve faster settling, and thereby the 16 channels’ output
can be multiplexed and sampled to improve the write speed of
the memristive memory and also the channel’s resistive loads
driving capability. To compensate the additional pole incurred
by the class-AB stage, indirect compensation is exploited to
emerge a left-hand plane zero, leading to better unity gain
frequency at more than 1MHz [17].

B. High-Pass Filter with Reconfigurable Pseudo-Resistor

A dual-resistance reconfigurable pseudo-resistor topology in
Figure 5 is proposed to provide two configurable resistances.
Both resistors are implemented with a back-to-back structure
to achieve less variations [18, 19]. 2-volt and 5-volt PMOS
devices are used to provide 3GΩ and 2TΩ equivalent resis-
tance, forming a 500Hz and a 1Hz high-pass corner frequency
respectively.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed reconfigurable front-end channel is designed
using a 180nm CMOS BCD process. Figure 6 shows the
transient simulation result of the channel operating in different
modes. The channel is tested with a two-tone input signal
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Fig. 4: (a) LNA schematic. (b) VGA schematic.
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Fig. 5: Dual-resistance reconfigurable pseudo-resistor schematic.

combining a 100Hz, 6mVpp sin-wave representing the LFPs,
and a 2kHz, 200µVpp sin-wave representing the APs. A 1ms
reset is applied during the power-on phase, and the channel
starts to record both LFPs and APs with a 100x gain. The
channel is then switched to LFPs recording mode with another
1ms reset period, such that only the low-frequency compo-
nent remains. In the final phase, the channel enters the APs
recording mode and amplifies the high-frequency signals with
a 1000x gain, part of the low-frequency signal remains due to
the limitation of the first-order high-pass filtering. As shown
in Table III, the noise performance of the front-end channel
is better than the established neural recording technologies
that have been widely used in the neuroscience community
[1, 2], which proves the feasibility of the design for the target
application.

The design is applicable for the Memristive Integrating
System (MIS) reported in [11]. The basic MIS concept states
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Fig. 7: MIS concept: Neural spikes present in an electrophysiological trace
(top panel) cause non-volatile resistive state transitions in a memristive
device’s resistive state (bottom trace) whilst noise leaves it unaffected.

that waveforms containing appropriately high magnitude volt-
age spikes can cause a resistive state displacement in a non-
volatile memristive device, whilst lower magnitude noise will
have no similar effect. Figure 7 presents a direct result of
the thresholded resistive switching phenomenon observed in
many memristive devices. In the original work [11], it was
made clear that signals being processed by the MIS must
match the memristive device’s voltage characteristics (most
notably its practical switching threshold), which would require
reasonably high-fidelity pre-amplification. This is precisely
what the proposed front-end channel seeks to present. As
shown in TABLE III and Figure 6, the proposed design can
cover the base specifications required by a neural front-end for
MIS in terms of amplification factor and output swing (that is:
approx. 1V output swing and the ability to amplify a signal of

TABLE III: Performance of the Proposed Front-end Channel

Parameter Post Layout Simulation result

Mid Band Gain 39.5dB
59.56dB

Input-Referred Noise
6.88µVrms (Full Band)

4.55µVrms (LFP)
5.6µVrms (AP)

DC Power Consumption 20.34µW

Bandwidth
0.388Hz-10.63kHz (Full Band)

0.388Hz-556Hz (LFP)
571Hz-10.93kHz (AP)

Maximum Signal Amplitude
(1% THD) 8mVpp

Maximum Signal Output Swing 1V (out of 1.8V)
CMRR (50Hz) >67dB

PSRR (In Band) >71dB
Phase Margin >68 ◦

Area (per channel) 0.035 mm2

LNA 
STAGE

LPF
VGA 

STAGE

Fig. 8: layout of the reconfigurable front-end channel.

a few mV to 500mV, which is sufficient for certain implants).
The layout of a single front-end channel is shown in figure 8,

it occupies 0.035 mm2 chip area. Table III shows the post-
layout simulation results of the front-end channel.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a neural recording system to
record mixed neural signals with 16 reconfigurable front-
end channels including a memristive processing/memory unit.
Thanks to the mixed recording characteristic, the system
can not only handle the single-type neural signals recording
as per a conventional recording system but can also store
mixed neural signals into an off-chip memristor crossbar array.
Besides, the proposed work will facilitate applying MIS for
neural signal processing in vivo at much larger scale, which is
our next step once the front-end chip is fabricated and tested
with the memristor crossbar array.
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